Engineer’s Day

Bharat Ratna Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya's birthday on September 15 is celebrated as Engineers' Day in India. Sir M Visvesvaraya contributed significantly to the field of engineering and education. He is considered among the greatest nation-builders who played a crucial role in constructing dams, reservoirs and hydro-power projects of modern India. Sir M Visvesvaraya oversaw the construction of several architectural marvels as chief engineer, including the Krishna Raja Sagar dam in Karnataka and the flood protection system of Hyderabad.

VNR VJIET observes Engineer’s Day annually on 5th September. Students of Institution of engineers organises events on the occasion of Engineer’s Day.

Details of Activities:

- Poster presentation
- Quiz
- Essay writing
- Webinar

Few Glimpses of students participation in Engineers Day organized in VNR VJIET:

Mr. Narayana Rao, Industry expert delivering a lecture on Industry 4.0
Students participating in Quiz on the eve of Engineer’s Day